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Automatic text summarization is a system that reduces the number 

of sentences without losing important information in the document. 

There are three approaches to making automatic text summarization: 

extractive, abstraction, and hybrid. The extractive approach is to 

choose the main sentence without changing it into a new sentence. 

The abstract approach is to construct new sentences that describe the 

document's contents. At the same time, the hybrid approach 

designed in this study is a combination of extractive and abstractive 

approaches. By designing automatic text summarization in 

Indonesian with a hybrid approach, the summary results obtained 

will be closer to those made by humans and have higher legibility. 

The stages of automatic text summarization are divided into two, 

namely preprocessing and processing. In the preprocessing step, 

sentence separation, tokenization, coreference resolution, stop words 

removal, and feature extraction are carried out. The summary 

designed is each document through two summary approaches. 

Further research can be done to input longer documents and input 

in the form of multiple documents. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Documents with long entries are pretty tiring to read, and sometimes readers only 

need the information. Text summarization is a solution to finding the information 

contained in the text. But if it is done manually, summarizing the text will take a long time 

and a lot of money. Therefore, automatic text summarization is required. Automatic text 

summarization is the process of automated text generation by software that significantly 

depicts the information contained in the source text. The contents of the summarized 

result are no longer than the source text [1]. Automatic text summarization is not new 

research. Research on this has been conducted since 1958 by Luhn [2]. There have also 

been many studies of automatic texts in Indonesian. Mostly in making automatic text 
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summaries that have been created using an extractive approach. This extractive 

summarization has been used with various methods in machine learning, such as Support 

Vector Machine [3], Relevance Vector Machine [3], Naïve Bayes [4]. Some use optimization 

methods [5][6], using neural networks [7], Vector Space Model [8], Restricted Boltzmann 

Machine [9], and many more [10] [11] [12]. 

An abstract approach has been made in Kasyfi Ivandera's research [13]. In his 

research, it can be seen that the input to the system is a paragraph. Meanwhile, news 

documents usually do not contain just a paragraph. Therefore, in this study, a model is 

designed to process documents with more than one paragraph. This study will adopt the 

research of Wang [14]. In Wang's research, summarization uses a hybrid approach. Input 

in Wang's research is a Chinese news text. The first stage in Wang's research is the 

extractive stage. In Wang's research, this stage uses the Pagerank method. Automatic text 

summarization uses the Pagerank method, which is an unsupervised summary. Selection 

of the core sentence based on the relationship between the text title and the sentence and 

the relationship between the sentences. However, according to Hadyan's [15] research, 

which performed extractive summarization using Pagerank in Indonesian text, the F-

measure obtained was not very good. So in this study, the stages of making extractive 

summaries will be carried out using the Support Vector Machine method, which can be 

seen in research [3] that can produce fairly good accuracy. 

Meanwhile, the abstractive process is designed using seq2seq RNN as in Wang's 

research with the addition of the Pointer Mechanism method. This Pointer Mechanism is 

considered to be able to solve the OOV (out of vocabulary) problem, which usually 

becomes a problem when the features used are words. This has also been shown in Silpi's 

research. Although the results are still not good, with the pointer mechanism, Rouge-1, 

Rouge-2, and Rouge-L values increased by 18%, 34%, and 20% compared to those using 

the standard attention mechanism model [16]. 

This study aims to recommend the design of automatic text summarization in 

Indonesian. So that the results of the summarized text can be read correctly, in this study, 

an automated text summarization system is designed using a hybrid approach. The design 

of this system is based on the results of a literature study. The results of this study are in 

the form of recommendations for automatic text summarization designs. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

 

 This study will discuss design recommendations for forming an automatic text 

summarization system for long texts. The design of this system was based on the results of 

previous research. This research consists of several stages, namely: 
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Formulation of the problem 

It is done by reviewing the literature on summarization that previous researchers 

have done at this stage. The literature sought was journals or papers about automatic text 

summarization in Indonesian. This stage is helpful for building problems in this study. 

Literature Search 

At this stage, it is done by reviewing the literature on automatic text summarization. 

The literature searched is not limited to automatic text summarization in Indonesian. The 

literature searched for books, journals, or papers that have the latest automatic text 

summarization topics and produce the best accuracy in automatic text summarization. 

The design of an automatic text summarization system uses a hybrid approach 

In this research, the automatic text summarization system designed is automatic text 

summarization with a hybrid approach, which combines extractive and abstractive 

approaches. The design of this system is based on the literature obtained in the second 

stage of this study. The system design consists of two steps, namely preprocessing and 

processing. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

 Automatic text summarization is the process of shortening a document without losing 

the information contained therein. There have been many cases of summarization of 

Indonesian texts, but mostly using an extractive approach. With this approach, besides 

being less legible, the resulting accuracy is also not good. The development of automatic 

text summarization with an abstract approach has been carried out [13]. But from the 

paper that is read, it can be seen that the input is in the form of 1 paragraph consisting of 

only a few sentences, and there are still problems with words that are not in the training 

data or what is often called Out of Vocabulary (OOV). So, this study designed an 

automatic text summarization with a hybrid approach. With this hybrid design, it is hoped 

that the summary results will be more legible. This automatic text summarization design 

will be divided into two stages: the preprocess and the summarization process. 

 The first stage that must be done is the preprocess. This process is done to clean the 

document from noise. Apart from being clean from noise from the preprocessing results, 

the sentence weight will be used as input for extractive summarization. At this stage are 

the processes usually carried out in the preprocess for extractive summarization [3] [1]. 

 

3.1. Split Sentence 

 

This stage is commonly carried out in summarizing text with an extractive approach 

because the output of extractive summarization is a sentence. This process is almost 

present in every extractive summarization study. This stage breaks the paragraph into 

sentences, where the delimiter is the point. 
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3.2. Tokenizing 

 

This stage is commonly carried out in summarizing text with an extractive approach 

because the output of extractive summarization is a sentence. This process is almost 

present in every extractive summarization study. This stage is done by breaking the 

paragraph into sentences, where the delimiter is the point 

 

3.3. Coreference Resolution 

 

This stage helps change pronouns for people and things. Extractive summarization 

selects sentences considered introductory sentences in a document as summary sentences 

without changing the sentence. If coreference resolution is not made first, then when a 

word is chosen to have a person or thing pronoun, it will confuse the reader 

 

3.4. Filtering 

 

This stage helps remove punctuation marks. The results of this stage are words and 

numbers only 

 

3.5. Case Folding 

 

This stage is done to homogenize the letters. Either uniform it to capital letters and all 

lowercase. 

 

3.6. Stop Words Removal 

 

Eliminate words that are considered unrelated to the topic. In this study, Tala's 

stoplist was used [18]. 

 

3.7. Feature Extraction 

 

This stage helps give weight to the sentence of the candidate for the summary. Feature 

extraction that is often used is TF-IDF [17] [18]. At the same time, other studies also use 

other features such as sentence length, sentence position, feature title, sentence to sentence, 

negative keywords, and the connection between sentences [3] [19] [20]. 

The next stage is the stage of making summaries. The draft made by the document that 

has been cleaned goes into the extractive approach text summarization stage. This stage 

aims to shorten the time for making abstractive summaries. The results of this stage are 

sentences that are considered important in a document. Selection of sentences using the 

supervised method, the Support Vector Machine method. The way these methods work is 
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with the training dataset. This method creates a hyperplane that limits the summarized 

sentences and those that aren't. If the entered sentence is a summary sentence, the system 

will produce a positive value. In contrast, if the entered sentence is not a summary 

sentence, the method will produce a negative value. This method is deemed sufficient to 

produce a similar summary to other methods. Enter data which was a document 

consisting of sentences, D={S_1,S_2,S_3,…,S_n }, with n many sentences, the output of this 

method is the selected sentence, for example D_1={S_1,S_2,..,S_k }, where k<n. 

 The next stage is to form summary sentences. This stage was designed using the 

seq2seq RNN method as in Wang's study [15]. In Wang's research, it can be seen that with 

this method, the summary results are better than the usual RNN. At this stage, the 

resulting sentences are broken down into words. Then the words are made into vectors 

using word embedding. Then, with the RNN encoding process, a summary sentence is 

formed. So the input of the extractive summarization results is D_1={S_1, S_2,.., S_k }, 

using the RNN method will produce D_2={w_1,w_2,..,w_m }, where m is the number of 

words that is smaller than the number of words which is on D_1. This process can be seen 

in Figure 1. The difference between Kasyifi and Wang's RNN is that in Kasyifi's research, 

he used the development of the RNN, namely LSTM, whereas Wang used the seq2seq 

RNN method. In the RNN method, a point mechanism is added, which is helpful to 

reduce interference from the word Out Of Vocabulary (OOV), which is a problem in 

Kasyifi's research. 

 
Figure 1. Suggested Auto Text summarization design 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

 

Based on the results and discussion, it is found that this design can handle long 

documents so that it can be continued to make abstracts. In this research, the new input 
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data is in the form of a single document so that in the future, we can try to design a system 

that can handle multi-document input. 
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